Tricolor White-Light-Emitting Carbon Dots with Multiple-Cores@Shell Structure for WLED Application.
The past few years have witnessed the rapid development of carbon dots (CDs) due to their outstanding optical properties and a wide range of applications. However, the design and control of CDs with long-wavelength multicolor emission are still huge challenges to be addressed for their practical use in different fields. Here, novel nitrogen-doped multiple-core@shell-structured AC-CDs with tricolor emissions of red, green, and blue were constructed via one-pot hydrothermal method from 5-amino-1,10-phenanthroline and citric acid as reactants and the growth process of AC-CDs was monitored with the reaction time in the synthetic system. The origin of different fluorescence emissions was explored using the unique coordination ability of the surface groups of AC-CDs. An obvious concentration dependence of fluorescent properties was observed for the as-prepared AC-CDs, and a highly fluorescent quantum yield (QY) of 67% for red emission at 630 nm can be obtained by adjusting concentration of AC-CDs. The pure white-light emission (0.33, 0.33; Commission Internationale de l'Elcairage coordinate) was carried out from single carbon dot with QY of 29% through regulation of the excitation and concentration of multiple-core@shell-structured AC-CDs. In addition, because of their excellent photoluminescent properties, the white-emitting AC-CDs as emitting phosphor can be easily used in the fabrication of white-light-emitting diode with good anti-photobleaching and temperature stability.